
Bayou View Middle School – Weekly Lesson Plans

Teachers: Mrs. Lee & Mrs. Helms Week of: 11-28-22 Subject: Science 8

Standards:

● MS Science Standard:

● L.8.4B.3 Obtain and evaluate scientific information to explain that separated populations, that remain separated, can evolve through mutations to become

a new species (speciation).

● L.8.4B.4 Analyze displays of pictorial data to compare and contrast embryological and homologous/analogous structures across multiple species to

identify evolutionary relationships.

● E.8.7 Students will demonstrate an understanding of geological evidence to analyze patterns in Earth’s major events, processes, and evolution in history.

● E.8.7.1 Use scientific evidence to create a timeline of Earth’s history that depicts relative dates from index fossil records and layers of rock (strata).

● E.8.7.2 Create a model of the processes involved in the rock cycle and relate it to the fossil record.

● E.8.7.3 Construct and analyze scientific arguments to support claims that most fossil evidence is an indication of the diversity of life that was present on

Earth

● Essential Questions: How can the positions of rock layers be used to determine the relative ages of rocks?

● Differentiation: Flexible grouping strategies, additional teacher-guided instruction when necessary, modification of lesson

(teach in small chunks, break apart sections)

● Enrichment: Research GLOBE Project due in March

Day/Date

Bell Work
Objectives

(“The student

will…”)

Procedures
TI = Teacher Input, M = Modeling, GP = Guided Practice, IP = Independent Practice

TTW = “The teacher will…”     TSW = “The students will…”

Assessment
Observation, Activities

Project, Quiz, Unit

Test, DCA, etc.

Closure
Bell Schedule

Monday

MC

Stemscopes

test questions

...analyze patterns

in Earth’s major

events, processes,

and evolution in

history.

ANTICIPATORY SET: Essential Question discussion Assessment__

Observation__

Activities_X_

Project__

Quiz__

Explore__

Thumbs

up/Thumbs

down

11-28 TSW: 5E Fossils

Differentiation: Provide Teacher Key for the students who can not transcribe

information form board to guided notes.

TTW: Guide and monitor

Homework: Honors correct introduction and start research method of project

Regular

Tuesday

MC

Stemscopes

test questions

...analyze patterns

in Earth’s major

events, processes,

and evolution in

history.

ANTICIPATORY SET: Stemscopes Evolution video/discussion Assessment __

Observation__

Activities_X_

Project__

Quiz__

Explore__

Discussion
11-29

TSW:Comparative Anatomy Practice

Differentiation: Use 3D printed fossils to provide detailed visuals for students to

compare/contrast different organisms.

TTW: Guide and assist

Homework: Honors correct introduction and start research method of project

Regular

Wednesday

MC

Stemscopes

test questions

...analyze patterns

in Earth’s major

events, processes,

and evolution in

history.

ANTICIPATORY SET: What is an index fossil?
Assessment__

Observation__

Activities__

Project__

Quiz__

Explore_X_

Thumbs

up/Thumbs

down

11-30
TSW: Engage Trilobite Mystery In this activity, students map the locations of

trilobite fossils from Cambrian time and then draw conclusions from the

distribution of the fossils.

Differentiation: Provide a labeled map with the names of countries.

TTW:Guide and assist

Homework: Honors correct introduction and start research method of project

Regular

Thursday MC

Stemscopes

test questions

...analyze patterns

in Earth’s major

events, processes,

ANTICIPATORY SET: What information can mapping fossils provide? Assessment__

Observation__

Activities__

Project__

Discussion

12-1
TSW: Explore 1 Prehistory and Fossils Students use blocks to model how fossils

are deposited over time, reflect on the five mass extinctions, and identify



and evolution in

history.

Quiz__

Explore_X_

patterns in data by analyzing charts and images and constructing a timeline graph.

Students analyze and interpret data to determine similarities and differences in

their findings.

ELL Support StudentsHave handouts translated for ELP students, or give

definitions of challenging vocabulary on a separate sheet. Ensure students work

with partners who can support their learning (in this activity, for the benefit of

ELP students, it is not suggested that students freely select a partner).

Additionally, provide beginner or intermediate ELP students with the Pre- and

Post-Activity Discussion questions in writing to facilitate answering. You may want

to put them on separate sheets so the Post-Activity Discussion questions do not

give any hints about other answers in the activity

Homework:Honors correct introduction and start research method of project

Regular

Friday

MC

Stemscopes

test questions

...analyze patterns

in Earth’s major

events, processes,

and evolution in

history.

ANTICIPATORY SET: What similarities and differences were discovered during mass

extinctions? Assessment__

Observation__

Activities__

Project__

Quiz__

Explore_X_

Discussion

12-2

TSW: Complete Explore 1 Prehistory and Fossils

TTW: instruct, model, guide, and monitor.

Homework: Honors correct introduction and start research method of projectRegular


